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> Pixart 3310 sensor and four DPI presets 
provide extreme accuracy for FPS games

> Comfortable ergonomic mouse design  
with slip-resistant grip

> Lightweight 95g FPS mouse with optimal 
weight distribution

> Six-button mouse featuring ultra-responsive 
Omron switches

> Extra-large mouse skates for  
smooth movement 

Hardcore and professional gamers know that an accurate, reliable mouse 
can make the difference between victory and defeat. HyperX™ Pulsefire FPS 
uses the proven Pixart 3310 sensor for fluid tracking with no acceleration, 
giving you reliable accuracy so you’ll stay on top of your game. Whether 
you’re a flick-aiming headshot maestro or a constant-tracking DPS machine, 
Pulsefire FPS has a DPI preset tuned to your needs, available at the touch of 
a button. The ergonomic, no-slip design supports palm and claw grip styles, 
and the complementary lightweight construction lets you play comfortably 
for longer. HyperX Pulsefire FPS features Omron switches and six durable, 
ultra-responsive buttons that provide crisp, tactile feedback on all your clicks. 
Serious players can’t afford to have their mouse skipping or snagging when 
the action heats up, so HyperX has included a flexible braided cable and large 
mouse skates for a smooth glide.

Professional-grade FPS mouse with 
pinpoint accuracy.

HyperX Pulsefire FPS Gaming Mouse
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1 Tested on HyperX FURY S Pro Gaming Mouse Pad.
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HyperX Pulsefire FPS Gaming Mouse

 > Precise Pixart 3310 optical sensor — Pulsefire FPS gives you fluid and 
responsive tracking with no acceleration for improved accuracy.

 > Four tuned DPI presets to suit your playstyle — Four preset settings 
from 400–3200 DPI available at the push of a button. If you’re a long-
range headhunter or a twitchy close-quarters assassin, Pulsefire FPS has 
a preset to match your play style. 

 > Features premium Omron switches — The durable Omron switches in 
the Pulsefire FPS provide crisp, tactile feedback and are robust enough to 
survive even the most epic battles.

 > Six ultra-responsive buttons — Six responsive buttons ensure that no 
matter how firm or slight you click, Pulsefire FPS won’t miss a click in the 
heat of battle.

 > Balanced, lightweight build — The 95g construction has optimal 
weight distribution for rapid movements, and the ergonomic, 
lightweight design allows you to game longer and more comfortably.

 > Flexible, durable braided cable — The braided cable is designed 
to be tough and durable, yet still flexible enough to facilitate smooth 
movement.

 > Textured, no-slip side grips — The textured grips help you keep your 
mouse firmly in hand when the action heats up.

 > Extra-large skates for smooth gliding — Pulsefire FPS has large skates 
that allow for a better glide.

FEATURES/ BENEFITS

 > Ergonomic Right handed
 > Sensor Pixart PMW3310
 > Resolution 400/800/1600/3200 DPI
 > Speed 130ips
 > Acceleration 30g
 > Buttons 6
 > Left / Right buttons switches Omron
 > Left / Right buttons durability 20 million clicks
 > Backlight Single color, Red
 > Connection type USB 2.0
 > Polling rate 1000Hz
 > USB data format 16 bits/axis
 > Dynamic coefficient of friction 0.21µ1

 > Static coefficient of friction 0.16µ1

 > Cable type Braided
 > Weight (without cable) 95g
 > Weight (with cable) 120g
 > Dimensions  
 Length: 127.54mm 
 Height: 41.91mm 
 Width: 71.07mm 
 Cable length: 1.8m

SPECIFICATIONS

HX-MC001A/AM (Americas) 
HX-MC001A/EM (EMEA) 
HX-MC001A/EE (E. Europe)
HX-MC001A/AS (Asia)

PART NUMBERS


